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Abstract
Most intelligent gate drivers designed for new state of the art WBG devices typically
only focus on protection and driving capabilities of the devices. This paper introduces an
intelligent gate driver that incorporates online switching time monitoring of silicon carbide
(SiC) devices. For this specific case study, three timing conditions (turn-off delay time, turnoff time, and voltage commutation time) of a SiC phase-leg are online monitored. This online
monitoring system is achieved through transient detection circuits and a micro-controller.
These timing conditions are then utilized to develop converter-level benefits for a voltagesource inverter application using SiC devices. Junction temperature monitoring is realized
through turn-off delay time monitoring. Dead-time optimization is achieved with turnoff time monitoring. Dead-time compensation is obtained with turn-off time and voltage
commutation time monitoring. The case study converter assembled for testing purposes
is a half-bridge inverter using two SiC devices in a phase-leg configuration. All timing
conditions are correctly monitored within reasonable difference of the actual condition time.
The half-bridge inverter can operate at 600 V DC input and successfully obtain a junction
temperature measurement through monitored turn-off delay time and the calibration curve.
In addition, dead-time control is realized to reduce device power loss and improve AC output
power quality. Furthermore, the proposed online time monitoring system is board-level
integrated with the gate driver and suitable for the chip level integration, enabling this
practical approach to be cost-effective for end users.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Introduction and Background
Silicon Carbide in Voltage Source Inverters

The emerging technology of the silicon carbide (SiC) semiconductor is continuing to be a
major research topic in the power electronics community. In recent years, there has been a
shift of silicon carbide (SiC) power semiconductors replacing traditional silicon (Si) power
semiconductors in voltage-source converters (VSC) [1]. Because there is a vast number of
topologies classified as a VSC, the VSC of interest for this work is the 2-level voltage-source
inverter (VSI). The classic topology for a three-phase two-level voltage-source inverter, using
MOSFETs, can be seen in Figure 1.1. The VSI is a popular converter used in electric
vehicle, uninterruptable power supply, and solar inverter applications [2, 3, 4]. In addition,
the traction drive 3-phase PWM inverter is a major system under research because of the
growth in the EV market [5]. Today’s traction inverters can’t penetrate the mass consumer
automotive market as they typically have too high of cost and weight [4]. However, this
application is seeing the shift from traditional Si IGBT to SiC MOSFET because the
switching frequency can be higher in SiC, which allows SiC to have less power loss and
the system can have smaller passives [4, 5, 6, 7].
Furthermore, SiC is being used more as an inverter’s switching device in certain
applications because it offers increased blocking voltages, lower on-resistance, increased

1

Figure 1.1: 3-phase 2-level voltage-source inverter
junction operating temperature, and faster switching capabilities [4, 8, 9, 10, 11]. An example
of this is in analysis that looked at a general 3-phase voltage-source inverter that operated
at 30 kW, 690 VDC , 60 Hz fundamental, 15 kHz switching, and air cooled [8]. In their
simulations, 150 A and 200 A 6th Generation Trench Field Stop Si IGBT half-bridge modules
are compared against the 100 A SiC MOSFET half-bridge module. The results in Figure
1.2 show the benefit in power loss and operating temperature reduction from using SiC.

1.1.2

Intelligent Power Module Application

One area of increased research in regards to SiC is the design and development of intelligent
power modules (IPM). An IPM is a group of advanced semiconductor dies (Si IGBT or SiC
MOSFET) typically connected in a way to make a single phase-leg in a packaged module
with potential for added intelligent features. A basic SiC power module from Wolfspeed
can be seen in Figure 1.3. Power electronic applications using IPMs include: industrial
motor drives, power supplies, electric vehicles, and renewable energy converters. One area
of research in IPMs is the advanced packaging and cooling of the module [12]. This subject,
however, is out of the scope of this thesis.
The other area of research for IPMs, which is in scope for this thesis as an application,
is advanced driving, sensing, and control for the power module. An example of this type of
IPM can be seen in the AgileSwitch commercial product (EDEM3) shown in Figure 1.4. The

2

(a) Power Module Losses in a VSI

(b) Power Module Temperature in a VSI

Figure 1.2: Simulation results for a 30 kW VSI at 15 kHz switching frequency with 150A
and 200A Si IGBT modules and 100A SiC MOSFET module [8]

3

Figure 1.3: Wolfspeed SiC power module with associated phase-leg connection
EDEM3 product itself is an intelligent gate driver, which will be discussed in more detail
in section 1.2.2, and it is connected to a compatible power module to form the IPM. The
EDEM3 is designed to have advanced gate driving (i.e. augmented turn-off), high voltage
isolation, and temperature monitoring. This is becoming more popular in industry: either
module designers creating the advanced gate driver themselves to sell with the power module
(e.g. Wolfspeed) or separate companies that design intelligent boards to accompany certain
power modules (e.g. AgileSwitch). This is also being seen more for SiC power modules
because it helps users take full advantage of SiC capabilities in converters, while mitigating
any adverse effects. This will be further discussed in the scope of gate driver possibilities in
section 1.2.2.

1.2

Motivation

With the great potential shown for SiC in power electronic applications, there are still
challenges associated with using SiC in a converter. The motivation for this thesis work looks
at two challenges (high temperature and high switching frequency operation) associated with

4

Figure 1.4: AgileSwitch intelligent gate driver on top of SiC power module [13]
using SiC, where pushing the bounds of operation to achieve the benefits of SiC has its tradeoffs that must be accounted for. Also, the potential for new technologies in the gate driver
component of a power electronics system is shown to be a motivating factor for this work.

1.2.1

SiC Challenges

Reliability and High Temperature Operation
Power electronic applications are continuing to demand converters with operation in higher
temperature and power as well as higher power density. This is why wide bandgap (WBG)
semiconductors have grown in popularity over the past several years as they possess increased
blocking voltage, higher thermal conductivity, lower on-resistance, and faster switching
capabilities when compared to silicon (Si) semiconductors [1, 14].
On the other hand, power electronic applications are also demanding highly reliable
converters. For example, converters placed under the hood in electric vehicles are thermally
stressed by ambient temperatures that can reach 150 °C, while still needing low failure rate
and long lifetimes [15]. Also, safety requirements are very strict for converters in aerospace,

5

Figure 1.5: Surveys on failures in power electronic systems (a) Failure distribution among
major components (b) Source of stress distribution for failures [17]
medical, and automotive applications.

This creates an issue with the semiconductor

switching devices, especially WBG devices, employed in the power electronic converters
as they often rank as the most fragile components in power electronic systems [16]. In fact,
Wang et al. [17] showed through their analysis, seen in Figure 1.5(a), that the semiconductor
(IGBT in this case) accounts for one-fifth of the failures in a power electronic converter. Also
note the high percentage of failure from high temperature operation and temperature cycling
effect shown in Figure 1.5(b). This is why junction temperature has become the key indicator
of the health condition of any power semiconductor device [18].
When looking specifically at SiC reliability variation from the temperature effect, there
are a few characteristics that limit high reliability. The first one is gate oxide degradation
causing threshold voltage shifting [19, 20]. The second degradation is bond wire lift-off that
causes Rds−on shifting [21, 22]. The third reliability issue is reduced short circuit withstand
time from smaller SiC die size to absorb short circuit energy [23, 24]. The details of these SiC
reliability issues are out of this works scope; however, it is important to mention them because
of the importance that high junction temperature operation plays in reducing the reliability
(i.e. increasing the chances of observing these issues). The conclusion can be drawn that to
safely operate semiconductors in converters with high reliability, the temperature information
of the device needs to be known and controlled.
6

High Frequency Operation with SiC
Because of noise, parasitics, and real converter setups, the observed switching performance
of SiC devices in actual power converters is almost always worse than the ideal switching
performance in manufacturer datasheets [2]. In fact, in an example SiC-based voltage source
inverter, due to the increased overshoot current and slower turn-off time, the total switching
energies were increased by a factor of 1.5 to 1.8 [25].
One example of a trade-off by using SiC is the device body diode characteristics and
its effect on reverse conduction loss, especially at higher switching frequency. SiC devices
have higher body diode forward voltage compared to other anti-parallel diodes connected to
the switching devices, which produces more reverse conduction energy losses according to
equation 1.1,

Pdt = 2Vf Id tdt fs

(1.1)

where Vf is the forward voltage, Id is the drain current, fs is the switching frequency
and tdt is the dead-time. The SiC intrinsic Vf value cannot be changed and SiC applications
require higher power ratings and switching rating (i.e. higher Id and fs ); therefore, the deadtime parameter set in the control stage needs to be actively adjusted for ideal performance.
Also, a trade-off from higher switching frequency is PWM voltage distortion because of
non-ideal switching commutation in the converter, which is also distorted from longer deadtime settings. This non-ideal switching commutation time is highly sensitive to operating
conditions and converter load characteristics [26]. Figure 1.6 shows the difference in an
inverter PWM output voltage switching at the turn-off transition for a motor load and
inductor load [27]. The motor load introduces more parasitics that affect the switching
performance of the semiconductor device shown with a longer turn-off time compared to the
inductor load case.
Figure 1.7 demonstrates the non-linear variance effect of parasitic capacitance on the
switching time with respect to load current. Ideally, the output mid-point voltage is just an
amplified PWM input signal but dead-time and this non-ideal switching time cause distortion
from that ideal case. After obtaining the Figure 1.7 switching data, the resulting output
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Figure 1.6: Effect load conditions have on output voltage distortion from different
associated parasitic capacitance
voltage distortion was further examined for cases around the current zero-crossing in Figure
1.8. The snapshot is taken around the zero-current crossing to show the different variations
on the midpoint PWM voltage distortion based on the current magnitude and polarity.
This output voltage distortion reduces the power quality at the output of the inverter,
which some applications need low harmonics at the output [28]. Therefore these side-effects
from higher switching frequency operation must be designed for to fully achieve the benefits
of using SiC in high switching frequency applications.

1.2.2

Gate Driver Possibilities

Another motivation for this work is the untapped potential of a power electronic gate driver.
There is new research work conducted in the area of power electronic gate drivers for SiC
focusing on advanced gate driving due to the faster switching of SiC, the high voltage isolation
issue with SiC-specific high voltage operation, and fast protection schemes needed [29, 30, 31,
32, 33]. These features help engineers take full advantage of SiC capabilities in converters,
while mitigating any adverse effects.
One example of this is the intelligent gate driver designed for SiC devices by the FREEDM
ERC group [33]. Their work looks at the two challenges associated with using SiC devices in
medium voltage applications. One challenge is sufficient isolation between the power signals
and control signals due to the high dv/dt and di/dt at the switching instants. The other
8

Figure 1.7: Monitored switching time test results with respect to load current

Figure 1.8: Inverter operation around the current zero-crossing with associated volt-second
lost/gained each switching cycle
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Figure 1.9: Block diagram of intelligent gate driver for medium voltage SiC application
[33]
challenge is the need for faster protection because of the reduced short-circuit withstand
time for the smaller die size of SiC as well as higher current and associated di/dt during
a short-circuit fault condition. The components of the designed intelligent gate driver are
shown in Figure 1.9. This work has great impact in the field of advanced gate drivers for
SiC.
However, there is a lack of work looking at utilizing the gate driver as an advanced
data sensor for the SiC devices. There is sensing in existing advanced gate driver but those
approaches use the sensing for protection applications. Examples include: current sensing
for overcurrent and short circuit protection, overtemperature protection using the thermistor
in power modules, and undervoltage lock-out (UVLO) protection. Data sensing can be used
for other applications outside of protection, and because the gate driver is the bridge between
the power stage and control stage, incorporating data acquisition schemes in a gate driver
can be advantageous.
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1.3

Thesis Organization

This thesis is laid out in a logical manner with the goal to provide a brief overview of the
topics with each succeeding chapter providing more explicit and detailed support for the
main argument. The main argument is given directly below in a manner to be extremely
concise and direct:

Main Argument:
The purpose of this thesis is showing the benefit of data sensing
through the gate driver for SiC devices and showing an online,
integrated switching time sensing design and development for
converter-level benefits.

Chapter 2, the literature review, focuses on the studies that look at the two converter-level
applications. The first is the method to sense devices’ junction temperature through electrical
parameters, which is introduced and surveyed. Then, literature discussing adaptive deadtime converter systems is presented and analyzed. Finally, the literature review is concluded
with statements on issues still present on these topics and looks towards the design of this
presented thesis.
Chapter 3 walks through the design of the switching time monitoring system. The
dynamic switching performance of SiC is shown. Also, details of the monitoring system
are discussed and designed to have accurate and online time sensing.
Chapter 4 shows the experimental results for the sensing scheme and resulting converterlevel applications.
Chapter 5 evaluates the results from Chapter 4. The argument of the thesis is formed
from the evidence so that a conclusion can be made. Once the argument is fully supported,
further work is proposed for both future enhancements to the system and further applications
to pursue.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this literature review, this thesis reviews the two applications applied in this work:
junction temperature monitoring and dead-time control.

2.1

TSEP-based Temperature Sensing

In this section, the junction temperature sensing approach using TSEPs is reviewed. First,
the background behind the approach is presented. Then the criteria that is used to access a
given TSEP-based Tj sensing approach is summarized. Finally, the different implementations
used in literature are analyzed and summarized.

2.1.1

Background of TSEP-Based Temperature Sensing

SiC performs well in high temperature applications because of an increase in thermal
conductivity (λ) from 1.5 W/cm-K to 5.0 W/cm-K when compared to Si semiconductor
devices [34]. Because SiC is famous for its high temperature operation, research focusing on
the junction temperature (Tj ) of SiC is an important topic. This temperature is important
because it will determine the behaviors of the device in operation (e.g. output characteristics,
transfer characteristics, etc.). The Tj of SiC is defined as the highest operating temperature
of the surface of the internal SiC die [35]. The internal SiC die of a power semiconductor
packaged device is shown in Figure 2.1. Having a packaged device is essential for easier
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of sub-components of a classic TO package for a power MOSFET [36]
electrical connections to converter, mechanical support for the die, and thermal conduction
to a heatsink. However, this package makes sensing the internal SiC die junction temperature
difficult.
Traditional Forms of Temperature Sensing
A traditional approach to temperature sensing is using a physical contacting temperature
sensor. Common sensors include thermocouples, fiber optic sensors, and thermistors [19,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. As an example, Ibrahim et al. [19] uses fiber optic sensors attached
to the exposed SiC dies to measure junction temperature in an application to run power
cycling tests (PCTs) at high temperatures for SiC gate oxide trapping analysis. The fiber
optic sensors give accurate junction temperature readings along with electrical isolation.
However, to achieve the physical sensor based temperature sensing in this application, they
had to expose the SiC dies shown in Figure 2.2, which is unrealistic in most applications
where users just want to keep the SiC package intact.
Thermistors are another traditional physical contacting temperature sensor that can
be leveraged to indicate junction temperature.

In semiconductor temperature sensing

applications, the small thermistor is inserted close to the die in a power module package.
Most major SiC power module manufacturers are incorporating a NTC thermistor in the
module to monitor temperature. In an application note from their silicon power module
design, Infineon shows the placement of a NTC thermistor to indicate junction temperature,
which is shown in Figure 2.3 [40]. This is an easy way to obtain a temperature reading that
can be correlated to the junction temperature; however, the temperature reading is only
a local measurement (similarly to other physical-contacting temperature sensors). Also,
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Figure 2.2: APEI SiC power module exposed [19]
isolation must be included in the external NTC interface circuit, and this approach is only
available in applications using the power modules that include a NTC thermistor.
Another type of temperature sensing technique is with infrared radiation (IR) [38, 39, 43].
This concept is enabled by the temperature (T ) dependence of spectral radiance (Bv ) shown
in Plancks law of radiation.

Bv =

2hc2
1
×
hc
λ5
exp( λkT ) − 1

(2.1)

Spectral radiance is dependent upon temperature and wavelength so integrating equation
2.1 over all wavelengths yields the Stefan-Boltzmann equation for total emitted energy.

P = A ·  · σ · T4
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(2.2)

Figure 2.3: NTC thermistor (in red) mounted close to Si dies (in blue) in a power module
[40]
Therefore, the IR camera can sense the objects radiation for a given area (A) and indicate
the temperature. The key parameter in IR temperature sensing applications is the emissivity
(). The values for  of the materials on a chip can range from 0.1 (aluminum) to 0.6
(polysilicon) [38]. This can cause error in the temperature reading or create the need to
black coat the semiconductor power module as shown in Figure 2.4 from the example in [39].
While physically-contacting temperature sensors and IR-based sensors are potentially the
most accurate and/or simplest ways of monitoring temperature, the invasive nature of direct
die measurement methods make them only suitable in laboratory testing conditions and
therefore inapt for general applications [44]. There are other physical-contacting schemes
(i.e. liquid crystals, thermographic phosphors) and optic based approaches (i.e. Raman
effect, luminescence), but the goal of introducing these approaches is to show the need for
a temperature sensing approach that does not need to have the SiC device package altered.
Therefore, a full review of non-TSEP temperature sensing schemes is out of this works scope.
Another way to obtain temperature information is through thermal modeling. This is
a traditional step taken in a power electronic system design because of the importance of
thermal performance and it assists in the selection of the needed heatsink for the converter.
The typical thermal model used for power semiconductor devices is shown in Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.4: Black coated IGBT 6.5 kV module for IR camera temperature sensing [39]
[45]. The Tj estimation is a straightforward process where power loss calculations using
simulations and datasheet values for device/heatsink thermal resistances are multiplied to
obtain the estimated junction temperature. Even some semiconductor suppliers provide
software tools for thermal modeling [46]. However, just like with any type of modeling,
questions can be raised regarding the accuracy of the values used and the assumptions made
that limit the thermal design. Bruckner et al. [47] showed in their analysis the error between
an IR monitored temperature reading and a modeled temperature calculation. The modeled
value was over-estimated based on worst-case datasheet values. Using the thermal model
case led to an over-design in the heatsink of the system, which adds volume, weight, and cost
to the system. Another aspect thermal models usually do not consider is the degradation of
thermal impedances over the lifetime of a semiconductor [48, 49]. Therefore, there is value
in obtaining a real-time operation junction temperature recording to add to the integrity of
the thermal model.
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Figure 2.5: Thermal model of a power MOSFET [45]
TSEP-based Temperature Sensing Methodology
Another type of semiconductor temperature sensing, that is growing in research work, is
leveraging a thermo-sensitive electrical parameter (TSEP) to indicate the device junction
temperature, which is one of the main topics of discussion in this thesis and will be presented
in the coming chapters.
The process to obtain the relationship between the electrical parameter of the semiconductor and the junction temperature is accomplished with a calibration curve. To obtain the
data for the calibration curve, the temperature of the device is fixed by an external system
(e.g. hot plate, oven, dielectric bath) [50]. Then, voltage and/or current is injected into the
device to simulate real converter operation, and they are used as the variations of calibration
curves. This step is important as all TSEPs are not solely dependent on temperature;
therefore, other parameter variations must be accounted for. Finally, the selected TSEP is
captured/monitored under an externally set temperature and the corresponding point on
the calibration curve is obtained. Also note that this electrical operation must be fast (e.g.
double-pulse test, curve tracing) to prevent device self-heating, which would cause error in
the junction temperature value.
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Considerations for TSEP-based Tj Sensing
The first consideration is the time resolution of the monitored data (i.e. the ability to track
temperature swings). TSEP based approaches are only limited by the MCU processing
speed of the received monitored data (i.e. time resolution on the order of tens to hundreds
of microseconds); whereas, physical sensors and IR-based sensing have time resolution in the
milli-second range [39].
The second consideration is the temperature distribution of the device under test and
the corresponding location of temperature measurement. A combination of rare access to
the device die and potential placing of physical temperature probe not on peak temperature
spot cause it to be limited in comparison to the TSEP approach that uses the entire device
die as the sensor [15].
The third consideration is the effect the temperature sensing has on the converter
operation, and this is the one where the TSEP approach can potentially cause issues.
However, this is why research is needed in the online monitoring schemes of TSEPs so
that the converter operation is not negatively affected, and the TSEP temperature sensing
approach can become more competitive as a semiconductor junction temperature monitoring
approach.

2.1.2

TSEP Comparison Criteria

There needs to be a way to determine the effectiveness of a certain TSEP temperature sensing
approach. This is done by evaluating the TSEP approach against five criteria, where the
goal is to achieve good marks for all criteria or design a way to compensate for bad marks
against a certain criteria.
One of the most important criteria a TSEP candidate must meet is the sensitivity it
possesses with respect to junction temperature. Simplified, this is the slope parameter of
the calibration curve; therefore, this value needs to be high enough to give a clear indication
of a junction temperature value for a given TSEP value. Avenas et al. [50] proposed a ratio
equation 2.3, which attempts to compare the sensitivity of various TSEPs.
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Figure 2.6: Good TSEP calibration curve of td,of f in terms of linearity and sensitivity [51]

S=

|s|
| valmax |

(2.3)

where s is the sensitivity of the TSEP per °C and valmax is the maximum calibrated value
of the TSEP. Though this is a good initial quantified comparison metric, the acceptable
sensitivity is mainly dependent upon the degree of accuracy of the monitoring technique.
For example, Figure 2.6 shows a calibration curve for turn-off delay time as a TSEP
implemented by Zhang et al. [51]. This research focusing on the sensitivity is the precursor
to the junction temperature monitoring part of this thesis. All the curves have a sensitivity
around 0.4 ns/°C, which at first glance could be interpreted as a bad sensitivity for how short
of a time period that is 0.4 ns. However, their work designed a monitoring system with the
accuracy of obtaining td,of f with a resolution of 0.1 ns. Therefore, this approach can easily
correlate a sensed td,of f value with a single junction temperature value of 1 °C resolution.
Another criteria that would benefit a TSEP applicant is whether it is linearly dependent
with temperature. This presents two major benefits in the monitoring temperature system.
First, it simplifies the control-side processing to translate the input of the sensed electrical
parameter into the output of junction temperature. Second, it simplifies the process of
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Figure 2.7: Gate threshold voltage distribution of 30 SiC discrete devices from the same
supplier [53]
acquiring the calibration curve, which also means less calibration points are needed. This
can again be seen in Figure 2.6, where Zhang et al. only had to obtain three points on the
calibration curve for satisfactory results.
Another criteria that contributes to ease of use is the transferability of the calibration
curve between devices. This is generally poor for any SiC TSEP scheme because of relatively
immature manufacturing processes.

The variation is easily expected for different SiC

suppliers as shown in [52]. Also, there is variation in characteristics among SiC devices
of the same supplier. An example of this is shown in the Vth fluctuation in Figure 2.7
detailed in [53]. Relating back to TSEP-based junction temperature monitoring, this lack
of transferability means two things. One, calibration must be done for every SiC device
installed in a converter. Two, issues could arise in SiC power module cases where multiple
SiC dies are used with slight variations in TSEPs.
A more obvious criteria that must be met as a competitive TSEP is the accuracy of
the processed temperature data. This has to be obtained in a couple of ways. First, the
TSEP needs to be accurately monitored. This means that parasitics, switching speed, etc.
cannot affect the accuracy of the captured electrical data. Second, the TSEP needs to avoid
degradation, which introduces inaccuracy in the calibration curve.
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In terms of true accuracy of acquiring the junction temperature, it is difficult to confirm
the accuracy as works usually do not compare the temperature obtained from the TSEP
with a more direct measurement method [50]. One way to verify the accuracy is verify
the accuracy of the sensing and use the tolerance to compare against the sensitivity from
calibration, which will then give an accuracy tolerance for the temperature sensing.
This is an area of future research to implement a system where two different temperature
sensing approaches that can be easily implemented together are able to obtain a more precise
and real-time temperature parameter. This also will account for any degradation that the
electrical parameter might see.
Last but certainty not least is the criteria of the TSEP to be online sensed during converter
operation. This is the criteria where the addition of the TSEP sensing circuitry should not
negatively affect the converter operation. Newer TSEP approaches are more conscientious
about using an approach that does not cause converter performance issues. An example
of the lack of online sensing capability is found in Figure 2.8 from [48] that was using Vth
as a TSEP. The Vth monitoring circuitry has to disconnect the DUT at C1 to better sense
the threshold voltage. Most general power converter engineers would not want to employ a
temperature sensing option that requires them to have to disconnect a device from a potential
safety critical application.

2.1.3

TSEP Sensing Approaches

As mentioned previously, TSEP based junction temperature monitoring is growing as a
viable temperature sensing candidate. This is because there is a need for internal junction
temperature sensing without exposing the die from its package. This section will outline
the existing literature on research work that incorporated a TSEP sensing scheme in their
power semiconductor operation. A note needs to be made that some work outlined will be
for Si IGBTs. This is because of two things: both SiC devices and TSEP based sensing are
new technologies that have not had much time to be research/implemented together. For
the approaches on IGBTs, any special notes in relation to SiC devices will be made.
These TSEP schemes are the ones that have been around longer and well-characterized.
The main drawback, however, is that they typically have to be performed in specific electrical
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Figure 2.8: Vth sensing circuitry requiring disconnection from main circuit by C1 to better
acquire Vth value [48]
conditions; therefore, many attempts to incorporate the measurements in converter setups
have required significant modification to the converter or control strategy. This can include
the addition of supplementary components, momentary disconnection of power devices from
the power circuit, and interruption to normal load current control [54].
Threshold Voltage
One of the most popular TSEPs is threshold voltage (Vth ) [48, 55]. However, when graded
against the criteria, it has been tested to have low sensitivity, inability to online sense,
and potential to lose calibration from gate oxide trapping. Zhang et al. [55] analyze the
relationship of Rg,int , Ron , and Vth with Tj for Si, SiC, and GaN devices. They conclude
Ron and Vth are the best TSEPs, but they did not consider other impressive TSEPs in this
study or account for difficult online sensing ability for these TSEPs. Also, this parameter as
a TSEP is worse for SiC devices according to Table 2.1. Chen et al. [48] also realized the
difficult to online monitor Vth , as mentioned earlier, in their application to estimate junction
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Table 2.1: Junction temperature sensitivity of Vth for Si devices and SiC devices [55]
Power Device

Tj coefficient of Vth

Comments

Si MOSFET

-4.0 mV/°C

Linear

CoolMOS

-6.4 mV/°C

Linear

Si IGBT

-5.4 mV/°C

Linear

SiC MOSFET

-2.3 mV/°C

Linear

temperature for thermal path models incorporating thermal aging effect and comparing the
results to a TSEP based junction temperature monitoring with Vth . They had issues during
the switching transients from measurement noise but disconnected the device from the DC
link during steady state to inject 5 mA into the device and record the VGS considered as
Vth . This was still very difficult, thus showing Vth is not the best TSEP and further analysis
must be done to find a better approach.
Drain-Source On-voltage
Another traditional and popular TSEP is the device drain-source on-voltage. This condition
as a TSEP has been highly researched for IGBTs. It is separated into two categories: under
low current and under high current. The reason for on-voltage under low currents (i.e.
close to 0 A) is the single dependence on temperature, good linearity, and good sensitivity.
However, since most power electronic applications drive devices at high currents, applications
implementing Von sensing at low current must disrupt the converter operation to sense the Von
parameter. Therefore, Von under high currents was researched to counteract this drawback. It
still has relatively good linearity and sensitivity; however, now the drawbacks are dependence
on current and gate voltage as well as needing accurate current sensors during operation.
When it comes to relating this TSEP to SiC based applications, Vds−on , as a TSEP, is
intrinsically worse in SiC than IGBTs as shown in [56] and in Figure 2.9. This figure uses
on-resistance, which can be directly related to on-voltage using Ohms law, and shows that
on-voltage as a TSEP for SiC is less sensitive and non-linear. Now it can still be used as
a viable approach as shown in [57], but special design considerations must be taken into
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Figure 2.9: On-resistance as a function of junction temperature for SiC and Si devices [56]
account. A special and precise on-voltage circuitry was added to the gate driver to obtain
the needed on-voltage reading. The DC-DC converter was operated in closed-loop so the
current through the tested SiC device was easily accounted for. The implementation results
can be seen in Figure 2.10, and one thing to note that was not considered was the aging
effect of on-resistance from bond wire lift-off, which can reduce the accuracy of the approach
over time.
The second type of TSEP approach is a static parameter (voltage/current) that can be
statically characterized (i.e. with a curve tracer) against temperature.
Body Diode Forward Voltage
Another power semiconductor parameter leveraged as a TSEP of Tj is the diode forward
voltage (Vf ) [58, 59, 36]. Bergogne et al. [59] needed a way to know the junction temperature
for SiC JFETs under lightning induced over-voltages. The issue associated with this method
is the calibration must be done at low current to obtain an effective calibration curve with
good sensitivity and linearity. However, the test during which to monitor forward voltage is
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Figure 2.10: Capturing of VON and IDS lead to estimated junction temperature through
temperature calibration [57]
under a high current so a special test circuit is designed to relieve the DUT from the high
current injection for a short duration to obtain the forward voltage value under low current.
This causes the junction temperature to decrease in the hundreds of microseconds it takes
to decrease the current thus creating an error in measuring the junction temperature that is
difficult, they found, to compensate for as their error due to the electrical measurement is
estimated to be 10 °C.
Another important topic is further expanded upon in this Vf based TSEP temperature
sensing approach [58]. Using Vf for SiC Schottky diodes, the calibration curve is dependent
on the current injected. In power modules, multiple SiC dies are used, where those dies can
have slight variations in performance. This can cause the current sharing to be unequal;
and thus, the junction temperatures will be different. This also means that the TSEP-based
sensing will not account for this and cause error in the temperature sensing (i.e. obtain an
average temperature over the entire module instead of the max temperature). Figure 2.11
and 2.12 shows the testing [58] conducted on this issue where the measured TSEP-based
temperature recording tracks the average temperature of the two SiC devices. Therefore,
this is a potential issue with the TSEP temperature sensing for implementation in a SiC
power module.
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Figure 2.11: Current distribution mismatch for parallel-connected SiC devices D1 and D2
set to different temperatures [58]

Figure 2.12: Measured TSEP temperature value vs. true averaged temperature value for
D1 and D2 as temperature difference increases [58]
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Figure 2.13: Sensed gate current for the push-pull topology at Tj = 45 °C (in green), 78
°C (in blue), and 105 °C (in red) [60]
Gate Current/Internal Resistance
A static parameter growing in popularity is the MOSFET gate current that varies with
temperature because of the internal gate resistance dependence on temperature [44]. Niu
et al. [60] uses gate current as their TSEP approach for SiC devices. They start by
characterizing and evaluating (through simulation) different gate drive topologies: pushpull gate drive, current mirror gate drive, and inductor-based gate drive. This is done
because of the different gate current sensing schemes that is needed for the different. Figure
2.13, 2.14, and 2.15 show the variations of gate current for the three gate drive topologies,
R
which is why two different gate current sensing strategies are employed: IG sensing and
R
IG−peak sensing. The IG sensing technique is used for the push-pull and inductor based
approaches where different gate current areas indicate the operating junction temperature.
The IG−peak sensing technique is used for the current mirror approach where the peak gate
current value indicates the junction temperature. Now there are a few issues with this TSEP
and sensing approach. First, gate current also depends on DC voltage and load current so
those conditions must be considered, which adds complexity. Second, the gate current and
sensing circuits are sensitive to noise and parasitics so careful board design and layout must
be considered. Third, as the gate current is a fast transient signal, the sensing tolerance is
a high 12 °C. However, a benefit of this approach is the fact that converter operation does
not have to be disturbed as everything is kept on the control side of the power electronic
system.
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Figure 2.14: Sensed gate current for the current mirror topology at Tj = 45 °C (in green),
78 °C (in blue), and 105 °C (in red) [60]

Figure 2.15: Sensed gate current for the inductor based topology at Tj = 45 °C (in green),
78 °C (in blue), and 105 °C (in red) [60]
The third type of TSEP scheme is a dynamic parameter (time-based) that is dynamically
characterized (i.e. with a DPT) against temperature.
Turn-off Delay Time
A minor variation of Vth as a TSEP is the turn-off delay time (td,of f ). As the prequel
literature to part of this work, Zhang et al. [51] investigates td,of f as a viable TSEP of
junction temperature for SiC devices, focusing on the sensitivity analysis of this given TSEP
in SiC. The biggest issue with td,of f as a TSEP is the poor sensitivity; however, a gate
resistance regulation circuit was designed to accompany the online td,of f monitoring system
to improve the sensitivity. This makes td,of f a competitive TSEP with passing grades in
linearity, sensitivity, accuracy, and online capability. Also, the calibration curve can be
seen, from earlier analysis, in Figure 2.6. One minor issue with td,of f as a TSEP is the
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need to calibrate each device used in temperature sensing because of the intrinsic properties
variation among SiC devices. Turn-off delay time can still experience shifts from gate oxide
degradation; however, newer generation SiC devices have shown more gate oxide reliability
[61]. This thesis will take this previous work a step further by applying the TSEP Tj sensing
scheme into a intelligent gate driver with additional sensing features and obtaining more
simulation and experimental results.
Turn-on Delay Time
A slight variation of td,of f that can be used as a TSEP is the turn-on delay time (td,on ),
which is the time from the start of the rise in gate voltage to the start of the rise in drain
current. The equation, discussed in [62], for td,on is given in 2.4.

td,on = RG Ciss ln(

1
)
th
1 − VVGS

(2.4)

It is similar to turn-off delay time in that it uses the temperature dependence of threshold
voltage to be dependent on junction temperature itself. However, it is different from td,of f
in that it is independent of current shown in Figure 2.16, which can be better leveraged in
some applications like paralleling devices in a converter [63].
Shi et al. [64] use td,on as their TSEP for junction temperature monitoring and implement
it for Si and SiC devices. Seen in Table 2.2, SiC devices exhibit less sensitivity than Si,
which is a trend in most TSEP cases. Their monitoring system is unique in that they
impose a short impulse signal (Vimpulse ) on the gate voltage while the device is on. This
gives better sensitivity for the td,on capturing during the turn-on of the impulse signal. This
scheme, combined with the reduced sensitivity, means two things: one, using this td,on sensing
approach needs a higher impulse signal which could result in current runaway or damage
from high gate voltage, and two, the device current sensing must have high accuracy and
bandwidth. The last point creates a tough design constraint as the sufficient current sensors
(i.e. resistor shunts) must operate at lower currents due to power loss constraints.
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Figure 2.16: Turn-on delay time vs. junction temperature with independence from device
current [63]

Table 2.2: Sensitivity of td,on approach using gate voltage impulse signal for Si and SiC
devices [40].
IDS / Vimpulse

0.2 V

0.4 V

0.6 V

0.8 V

1.0 V

Sensitivity

HRM7433D

1.150 A

2.425 A

3.688 A

4.938 A

6.250 A

6.651 A/V

IRFP260N

1.175 A

2.375 A

3.675 A

5.063 A

6.313 A

6.553 A/V

C2M0080120D

0.625 A

1.125 A

1.785 A

2.413 A

3.075 A

3.184 A/V
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Drain-source Current Switching Rate
Gonzalez et al. [56] proposes output current switching rate coupled with the gate current
plateau (IGP ) during turn-on as a TSEP for SiC devices. This TSEP is similar to td,of f
where the gate resistance needs to be abnormally large (i.e. hundreds of ohms) to give good
enough sensitivity between dIDS /dt and Tj . The work was not able to create a monitoring
system because of the complexity to have precise and fast dIDS /dt monitoring as well as
implementing gate resistance regulation to prevent high gate resistance during the entire
operation. The potential for this TSEP is there with good linearity and temperature accuracy
but intelligent gate driver ability is needed to balance the need for fast switching capability to
improve converter size and performance but also high gate resistance (i.e. reduced switching
speed) to measure dIDS /dt.

2.2

Adaptive Dead-time Systems

For a phase-leg configuration of switching devices used in any VSC, the dead-time between
the two devices is a critical parameter. The dead-time is necessary to prevent both devices
from turning on and causing shoot-through failures; however, it causes issues in converter
performance. Dead-time adds power loss in the form of body diode conduction loss and
adds voltage distortion at the output of the converter.

Therefore, adaptive dead-time

regulation schemes can become beneficial by enhancing reliability (i.e. reduce heat from
losses), improving converter efficiency, and enhance inverter output power quality.

2.2.1

Dead-time Elimination

One traditional approach is trying to eliminate the dead-time needed in a phase-leg of
a inverter [65, 66, 67]. This is done by only switching one of the power semiconductors
transistors for a half fundamental cycle and only switching the other transistor in the phaseleg for the other half fundamental cycle. This concept is shown in Figure 2.17. There are two
keys to having successful dead-time elimination: free-wheeling diode conduction and precise
current polarity detection. For utilizing the internal free-wheeling diode conduction, this
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can work for an IGBT-based approach; however, in SiC applications, the MOSFET’s body
diode has a higher forward voltage, which would cause more overall device losses (mentioned
in section 1.2.1) and make this type of approach insufficient.
Also, in terms of current sensing, all three works state that precise current detection
around the zero-crossing of a VSI is inaccurate. Chen et al. [65] adds complexity to their
dead-time elimination system to avoid this issue. Wang et al. [66] and Yuan et al. [67]
change their dead-time correction schemes around the zero crossing, which again avoids the
issue of zero-current crossing. There is a need for SiC applications to design a dead-time
correction scheme that can avoid body diode conduction and successfully accounts for the
switching cases around the zero-current crossing without added complexity.

2.2.2

DC-DC Dead-time Regulation Schemes

Other works have the same goal in mind as this proposed work, which is still implementing
dead-time but optimizing the amount of dead-time in a switching cycle [68, 69, 70] to
minimize device power loss. Yousefzadeh et al. [68] designed a control algorithm for DCDC converters using traditional output voltage regulation feedback along with incremental
change in dead-time each switching cycle to obtain the optimal dead-time and duty cycle.
Lee et al. [69] also optimizes the dead-time in DC-DC converters but uses dead-time error
voltage sensing circuits. A limitation with these works is they are limited to only DCDC converters, where the current does not change from switching cycle to switching cycle.
Therefore, these strategies cannot be applied to all 2-level VSCs, which is something this
work will design to achieve.

2.2.3

Dead-time Compensation Including Non-ideal Switching

Dead-time compensation is a term used for strategies that look to fix the negative output
voltage distortion from dead-time in VSIs. One major method of dead-time compensation
is using the voltage-second balance theory [71, 72, 66, 28]. All of these papers analyze what
causes the midpoint PWM output voltage to distort from the ideal pulse square waveform
and how to best compensate for the distortion this causes on the converter. This is the ideal
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(a) Phase-leg conduction for output current direction

(b) Dead-time elimination control scheme

Figure 2.17: Dead-time elimination concept [65]
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approach for high frequency VSI applications since it breaks down the volt-second error
on a switching cycle level. Limitations with traditional voltage-second balancing schemes,
however, start with the need for a high bandwidth current transducer with inaccurate
dynamic current sensing like the dead-time elimination schemes before. Also, most voltsecond balancing schemes are an offline model-based implementation, which potentially does
not account for variables involved in creating the voltage distortion like the load conditions
effect on the voltage distortion.
Another common dead-time compensation scheme is using a feedback controller that
sends the output characteristics back to the controller and compares to a reference to
compensate for this distortion [73, 67]. This method is limited, especially in high frequency
applications, because of the slow response time aspect of feedback controllers. Also, these
methods require high control bandwidth and a complex controller that limit the flexibility
of this type of compensation scheme.

2.3

Summary

Junction temperature monitoring is important for both controlling the temperature during
converter operation and assessing the health of the device as junction temperature is a key
indicator of health. In recent years, there has been more research work for TSEP-based
temperature sensing in SiC applications. Apart from more research on SiC in general, there
is more research is in this specific area because there is a need for a real-time, non-invasive
SiC converter application temperature sensing scheme. After analyzing the different TSEPs
for SiC and their sensing schemes, the conclusion is the TSEP scheme is a viable temperature
sensing approach. Even though SiC is less sensitive to temperature due to the wider bandgap,
there has still been successful work in developing innovative methods to use TSEPs to achieve
junction temperature monitoring. From a general approach point of view, there are a few
detailed areas of future work for the TSEP approach. First, little work has been done on
the proper temperature verification method for a given TSEP. Second, there has yet to be
a research work that implements a TSEP temperature sensing approach in a SiC intelligent
power module.
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Dead-time control is an important design condition for voltage-source inverters so
negative effects of power loss and output voltage distortion can be compensated for. The
literature shows there are different types of dead-time control schemes: compensate the voltsecond error, optimize the dead-time setting, and eliminating dead-time altogether. With
the application being a SiC-based high frequency VSI, it was concluded that a dead-time
optimization method was better than dead-time elimination to avoid long free-wheeling diode
conduction. Also based on the application, voltage-second balancing is a great approach to
implement for compensation of the voltage distortion, but the issue of current polarity sensing
must be considered.
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Chapter 3
Switching Time Monitoring Design
3.1

Overview

The objective of this design is to construct an online, gate driver integrated switching time
monitoring scheme for SiC devices. This objective is derived from the motivation to both
incorporate indirect Tj sensing in a converter for reliability improvement and dead-time
control for high frequency SiC VSCs.

3.2

Behavior of Switching Times for SiC Devices

The turn-off transition of the switching devices will be the focus of this monitoring system.
The turn-off delay time was introduced in Section 2.1.3, but will be further discussed here.
The turn-off delay time is defined as the time from the start of the fall in VGS to the start
of the rise in VDS , shown in Figure 3.1. The equations of td,of f is shown in equation 3.1.

td,of f = RG Ciss ln(

VGS
)
Vgp

(3.1)

Vgp is the miller voltage, which is defined in equation 3.2.

Vgp = Vth −
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Id
gm

(3.2)

Figure 3.1: MOSFET turn-off transition showing turn-off delay time and defined turn-off
time
The turn-off time of interest in this work is defined as the time from the start of the fall
in VGS to the end of the rise in VDS . The equation of tof f is shown in equation 3.3, which
is just td,of f plus the time it takes to charge the miller capacitance (i.e. the drain-source
voltage commutation time).

tof f = RG Ciss ln(

3.2.1

VGS
VDS
) + RG Cgd
Vgp
Vgp

(3.3)

Sensitivity to Junction Temperature

One behavior of the switching time of any MOSFET is its variance with operating device
temperature (i.e. junction temperature). This behavior can be traced back electrically to
the transfer characteristic curve of the device, shown in Figure 3.2 for the test case device:
Wolfspeed 2nd generation 1200 V SiC (C2M0080120D). With the change in Vth and gm on
the transfer curves for different junction temperatures, it can be seen using equations 3.1 - 3.3
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Figure 3.2: Wolfspeed SiC device datasheet — transfer characteristic curve
that this would cause td,of f and tof f to vary as well. This is important for the TSEP-based
Tj monitoring scheme that will be implemented in Chapter 4.
To give an introduction on the sensitivity of td,of f with respect to Tj , a LTspice simulation
was set up using the available Wolfspeed Spice model of their C2M0080120D SiC MOSFET.
The spice schematic is shown in Figure 3.3, where the test is a DPT and the device can be
thermally controlled with a voltage source.
Then, the td,of f is recorded for different operating temperature and currents with a Rg
= 10 Ω. The corresponding calibration curves are shown in Figure 3.4, where it can be
deduced that the device’s td,of f sensitivity to Tj is inherently low. This is expected as
mentioned in section 2.1.2 where SiC devices have less variability with temperature and for
td,of f specifically, the input capacitance is less than Si MOSFETs so according to equation
3.1, that would cause less sensitivity.
Therefore, to achieve the online junction temperature monitoring using the turn off
delay time with sufficient accuracy, either the sensitivity of turn-off delay time with
respect to junction temperature should be enhanced or the resolution of turn-off delay time
measurement should be high enough, or both should be improved simultaneously.
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Figure 3.3: LTspice simulation to dynamically characterize Wolfspeed C2M0080120D SiC
MOSFET

Figure 3.4: C2M0080120D natural td,of f vs. Tj sensitivity
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3.2.2

Dependence on Voltage/Current

Ideally the selected TSEP only depends on temperature; however, turn-off delay time has
other conditions that it depends on. In regards to current, turn-off delay time is dependent
on that because of miller voltage (Vgp ) having current in its equation 3.2. Also in regards to
voltage, turn off delay time is not dependent on voltage because it is in the ON state and at
a low voltage during turn-off delay time.
This is important in regards to the device application and hardware setup. First, in
terms of the connections needed for sensing, turn-off delay time needs a drain connection
along with the typical gate and source connection, which means the design must take the
high voltage of the converter into the sensing circuit design. Second, for a power module
application, the dies in parallel all have the same VDS waveform but can have different ID
values; therefore, using td,of f will only give you the overall power module Tj and not indicate
any current sharing mismatch. In a power module system where it is preferred to know
the individual SiC die temperature, it is better to use td,on as the TSEP because it does
not depend on current and the calibration cannot be affected by current mismatch during
converter operation. With this work’s application being a single MOSFET in the TO-247
package, using td,of f as the TSEP is sufficient.

3.2.3

Different Types of Switching

For SiC phase-legs, the turn-off time (tof f ) is sensitive to operating conditions and converter
load characteristics [26, 27]. An example of this is looking at the hard turn-off transition of
the low side SiC device, where the current is flowing into the phase-leg. This is simulated
in LTspice with the Wolfspeed C2M0080120D SiC MOSFET model used before in section
3.2.1 but now it is placed in a half-bridge inverter with switching transition results shown
in Figure 3.5. When load current is smaller, dv/dt of the drain-source voltage is limited by
the power loop. All of the low IL current is used to charge the output capacitance of the
device, which causes the channel current to fall to zero faster than it takes to raise Vds to
the DC bus voltage. This means voltage rise time (tvr ) is longer than current fall time (tcf ),
as shown in Figure 3.5a, and this case is called the power loop dominated turn-off. For the
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case of higher load current, only a portion of the load current is needed in the power loop
to charge the output capacitance, whereas the rest of the load current travels via the gate
loop. This means current fall time (tcf ) is longer than voltage rise time (tvr ), as shown in
Figure 3.5b, and this case is called the gate loop dominated turn-off.
Therefore, the optimized dead-time (which is a application for this sensing design) for
the case of a hard-turn off is dependent upon tvr and tcf , which are dependent upon load
current. Now the online monitoring system, which will be discussed in more detail in section
3.3, can obtain the tvr value for any switching cycle. However, it is difficult to monitor
channel current and therefore know tcf . So, Figure 3.6 shows the model used for optimized
dead-time (tdt(opt) ) for the hard turn-off case, where monitored tvr is used as tdt(opt) until the
max tcf value is reached and used as tdt(opt) .
The analysis for dead-time optimization is not complete yet because the previous section
only looked at a hard turn-off case for the low side device in a phase-leg configuration.
This was because, in previous works, the converter topology chosen was a buck converter
configured to have the DC load current flowing into the phase-leg, which makes the low
side device the operating device and makes the upper SiC device be the synchronous device.
However in a VSI application, the load current is AC and thus both devices can be the
operating device and synchronous device depending on the current polarity, which means
there are special considerations needed to be analyzed for full dead-time optimization.
Soft Turn-off Case
A power switching device experiences a soft turn-off when the load current is flowing in
the direction of source to drain (i.e. the device is acting as the synchronous device). The
turn off transition for this case can be seen in Figure 3.7d. For a VSI application, both
switches can be the synchronous device so it would seem there is a need for current sensing
to indicate the current polarity for each switching cycle. However, the monitoring system
can be leveraged to indicate current polarity and this detail will be shared in section 3.4.3.
The optimal dead-time in this case is just the time it takes for the gate-source voltage to
drop to 0 V to prevent both channels turning on and causing a shoot-through current spike.
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(a) at low currents, voltage rise takes longer (tvr > tcf )

(b) at high currents, current fall takes longer (tcf > tvr )

Figure 3.5: SiC LTSpice switching waveforms during the turn-off transient
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Figure 3.6: tcf vs. tvr determining optimal dead-time for hard turn-off case
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Partial Hard Turn-on from Synchronous Device
Another type of turn-off transition that can be seen in VSI operation is the partial hard
turn-on for the synchronous device. This type arises when dead-time is set too aggressively
and becomes shorter than the drain-source voltage rise time as shown in Figure 3.7c. This
eliminates the reverse conduction losses but causes switching power loss in the synchronous
device when it experiences a partial hard turn-on, which does not solve the problem of
optimizing dead-time to reduce power loss. There is not an easy way to mitigate this through
monitoring though as it would take knowing the voltage value the Vds rose to before the
partial hard turn-on to know how long the dead-time should be in this switching cycle case.
The best way to avoid this case is conservatively set the dead-time in initial VSI operation.
In summary, the switching transition experienced in a VSI application during dead-time
can be seen in Figure 3.7. This figure also shows where the reverse conduction power loss
(i.e. case (a), (b), (d)) or switching losses (i.e. case (c)) occur. This phase-leg switching time
monitoring system will log the turn-off times in a micro-controller and indicate the type of
switching (discussed in more detail in section 3.4). This data can then be used to set optimal
dead-time lengths to reduce power loss (shown in the results in chapter 4).

3.3

Time Detection Scheme

Two detection systems (one for each device) are implemented along with the gate driver
circuits that capture the moments needed to monitor these timing conditions. Figure 3.8
shows a block diagram of the developed online switching time monitoring system. The
intelligent gate driver assist circuits obtain the signals, gate-source voltage transient detector
(GVTD), drain-source voltage transient detector (DVTD), and drain-source voltage fall-time
detector (DVFD), from the gate-source voltage and drain-source voltage of the SiC device.
These edge-detection signals produced are sent back to the micro-controller to be used to
calculate the turn-off delay time, turn-off time, and voltage commutation time as shown on
the left side of Figure 3.8.
The detection circuit schematics are shown on the right side of Figure 3.9a. GVTD occurs
when the gate-source voltage begins to drop from the 20 V on-state. Each component in
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(a) current fall dominated hard turn-off(b) voltage rise dominated hard turn(tdt > tcf > tvr )
off (tdt > tvr > tcf )

(c) voltage rise dominated hard turn-off
with partial hard turn-on (tvr > tdt > tcf )

(d) soft turn-off

Figure 3.7: Diagram of all possible turn-off switching waveforms in a VSI application,
showing diode losses in the dead-time
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of online monitoring system
this circuit plays a role in achieving the fast transient step. The diode bridge helps keep the
output signals between the control-level voltage rails of 5 V and GND since the input signals
(i.e. Vgs and Vds ) are apart of the power circuitry. The series-parallel RC circuit acts to
both filter high frequency noise and capacitor charge pump to quickly move the voltage from
5 V to 0 V. DVTD occurs when the drain-source voltage begins to fall. This circuit looks
similar to the GVTD because this circuit is detecting a similar point as the GVTD circuit,
just on the complementary device’s drain-source voltage. However, there are a couple of key
differences that are designed for. One difference is the C9 capacitor, from Figure 3.9a, has
to block the VDC voltage, which those ceramic capacitors are commercially available. The
second difference is the R16 pull-up resistor, from Figure 3.9a, that is needed to keep the
DVTD signal, after the turn-off transition, back at 5 V instead of sitting at a voltage in the
middle of 0 V and 5 V. DVFD occurs when the drain-source voltage of the complementary
device approaches zero volts. This transient detection circuit is different in that it does
not need to transition from 5 V to 0 V until after the complementary Vds signal reaches
0 V, which means the sensing circuit needs to continue blocking the high voltage until it
no longer needs blocking. The best way to implement this circuit is through high voltage
blocking diodes (similar to the desaturation protection) that can keep the DVFD output at
5 V until the DUT fully turns off.
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The simulations conducted to verify these circuits, seen in Figure 3.9, is an expansion
of the DPT simulation in Figure 3.3 by adding the detection circuits. The schematic of
3.9a shows a traditional DPT with spice models for the Wolfspeed C2M0080120D. Because
the low side SiC device is the active device, Figure 3.9b shows the low-side device turn-off
transition. This also means that the detection circuits used and shown in Figure 3.9a are:
low-side GVTD, high-side DVTD, and high-side DVFD. It is also worth noting that the
GVTD, DVTD, and DVFD signals are sent to a 3-channel inverter IC to become rising-edge
digital signals used in the edge-detection HRPWM capture in the following section.

3.4

Online Monitoring System

After the detection signals have been generated, those signals, that are now on control-level
voltage, need to be captured to record the time between them (i.e. the SiC device turn-off
time). This step will involve both the communication between the monitoring boards and
the micro-controller (MCU) as well as the data processing on the software side.

3.4.1

PCB Design Overview

To give context on the circuits designed, the printed circuit board developed for the detection
circuits that accompany the gate driver is shown in Figure 3.10. It was designed to have
low parasitic connections to both the gate driver and switching device, which helps keep
away noise in the signals. It also has a relatively small amount of component addition to the
system in terms of size and cost. It is worth noting that the design could have implemented
the gate driver board and the time monitoring board together on one board. However, the
benefit of implementing the boards separately was isolating the initial debugging of this new
circuit.

3.4.2

HRPWM Usage and MCU Connection

Because this design is an online monitoring approach, a processor is needed to continuous
collect the data and process the results. The Texas Instruments Delfino TMS320F28335
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(a) LTspice Detection Circuit Schematic

(b) LTspice Detection Circuit Waveforms

Figure 3.9: LTspice circuit analysis of the proposed turn-off time transient detectors
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Figure 3.10: Constructed PCB of intelligent gate driver
was selected as the controller to the circuit design. The primary reason for this selection
is the High Resolution PWM (HRPWM) feature on this MCU. The HRPWM feature is
able to extend the time resolution capability of any of the PWM signal outputs of the MCU.
The mechanism behind this ability in based on micro edge positioner (MEP) technology [74],
shown in Figure 3.11. MEP logic is capable of positioning an edge very finely by sub-dividing
one coarse system clock of a conventional PWM generator. This calculation for the time
resolution capability of the HRPWM signal is shown in equation 3.4.

tHR,step =

1
fCLK

÷ M EPscalef actor

(3.4)

Therefore with a max system clock frequency of 150 MHz and a max MEP scale factor
of 64, the time step accuracy of the HRPWM signal is on the order of 100 ps and can be
set in the software code by the user. This is important because it increases the resolution
of the edge-detection scheme used to acquire the nano-second fast turn-off time of SiC.
Also, the increased sensing resolution enables less td,of f vs. Tj sensitivity improvement to
achieve accurate temperature sensing, which will be discussed more in the implementation
in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.11: Operation logic using the MEP mechanism of HRPWM [74]
Figure 3.12 gives a visual representation of the three timing conditions and the HRPWM
signal that captures the times of interest and sends the data back to the micro-controller.
This HRPWM signal is labeled saux because this is the signal fed through isolation into the
time detection PCB. It is important to note that propagation delay, shown in Figure 3.12,
doesn’t affect the sensed switching times. This is because the time of interest is the difference
in the shifting time of the HRPWM signal; therefore, this shift from propagation delay will
still produce the same monitored data.
The software mechanisms for enabling and processing the sensed switching time are shown
in Figure 3.13 as the flowchart overview of the micro-controller code. The input data consists
of the variables set initially in the code, GPIO input from the time detection PCB (i.e.
gate driver system), and the user-defined LabVIEW data input coming through the serial
communications interface (SCI). Assuming the PWMs are enabled from the LabVIEW GUI,
the switching cycles are indexed to keep the different switching times within a fundamental
cycle logged separately. Then the PWM 1 output, which is used for the gate signals, is set
with duty cycle and dead-time specifications. These specifications come from the monitored
turn-off time data to both optimize dead-time and compensate output volt-second error,
which will be described in detail in section 4.2.
Next, if the monitoring is enabled from the LabVIEW GUI, the GPIO data is called to
determine the current positioning of the saux signal. If a logic 0 is called, then the saux signal
is preceding the edge-detection signal. Therefore, saux is stepped forward by moving the
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Figure 3.12: Turn-off time edge-detection analysis
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comparator of the HRPWM signal in the software. This forward time-movement continues
to happen until the HRPWM signal reaches the desired edge-detection signal (i.e. GVTD,
DVTD, or DVFD). At this point, the GPIO flag is changed to logic 1 and sent to the controller
to indicate moving past the edge-detection signal. This will tell the micro-controller to bring
down the comparator of the HRPWM, which will allow for the saux signal to sense the exact
moment of the edge-detection signal with a tolerance of 104 ps.
The time values are obtained inside the micro-controller by taking the change in the
PWM comparator value and converting it to real-time in units of nano-seconds. Also, input
comes from the LabVIEW GUI on whether to enable gate resistance regulation, which is
used for the junction temperature monitoring. Details on this part of the system are given
in section 4.4.1.
Another reason for using the Delfino TMS320F28335 was the ability to use the available
MCU evaulation board: eZdsp, which is shown in Figure 3.14. This helped in making the
focus on the ability and accuracy of the data acquisition system. Having to design a controller
board would have added extra work and complexity that at this time was not in the scope
of the project.

3.4.3

Eliminate Need for Current Sensing

The monitoring system can also be leveraged to indicate load current polarity as shown in
Figure 3.15. The concept behind this ability is the different drain-source voltage waveforms
for a hard turn-off and soft turn-off. The parameter that can clearly be used to indicate
current polarity is turn-off delay time (i.e. the time from the start of the fall of the gatesource voltage to the start of the drain-source voltage rise). This ability to online know
the current polarity without a dedicated current sensor turns out to be advantageous for
a number of reasons. First, in a VSI application, some form of current sensor is necessary
to know the type of switching transition (i.e. hard vs. soft switching) during monitoring.
Second, traditional dedicated current sensors struggle to precisely know the load current
value during a switching transition (i.e. limited bandwidth). This distinguishes this research
work from other dead-time compensation/elimination schemes that deal with the issue of
precise current sensing, especially around the zero current crossing. Therefore, this online
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Figure 3.13: Flowchart of the micro-controller code to show inputs and outputs, enable and
set PWMs, and the monitoring aspect of moving the HRPWM signal according to capturing
the edge signals
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Figure 3.14: eZdspT M F28335 evaluation board used as project processor
system is able to accomplish multiple tasks, in current polarity sensing and accurate tof f
monitoring, towards the objective of dead-time control in any VSC.

3.5

Summary

This chapter presented the design of a turn-off switching time monitoring system for SiC
devices used in a phase-leg. The monitoring system is set up to online record turn-off delay
time, voltage commutation time, and total turn-off time. The conditions (voltage, current,
temperature) that affect the switching time are analyzed and the various types of turn-off
switching are shown through simulations using the Spice model of the used SiC device:
C2M0080120D. For the monitoring system, simple detection circuits are deployed with the
gate driver that generate the fast transient edge-detection signals needed to detect the start
and end of the times of interest. These circuits work with a micro-controller to process and
log the fast switching times in the controller in real-time. The intelligent gate driver system
is set up to be used as a junction temperature monitoring and dead-time control system for
a voltage-source inverter with results in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.15: Difference in monitored turn-off delay time (td,of f ) for positive and negative
load current which can indicate the two categories for optimized dead-time
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Chapter 4
Experimental Verification
4.1

Accuracy of Time Detection

The three timing conditions of turn-off delay time, voltage-commutation time, and turn-off
time were successfully monitored for both the low side device and high side device of a
phase-leg configuration in both DPT operation and continuous operation. The capability
of the high resolution PWM function of TMS320F28335 is fully utilized, which enables the
very accurate 0.104 ns capture step. Figure 4.1 shows the process of capturing the three
timing conditions in real-time with high sensing resolution. The processed micro-controller
results are then compared with the oscilloscope captured waveform results. In comparing the
two sets of data, the difference stayed well within a reasonable difference, proving a highly
effective monitoring system. Figures 4.2 - 4.4 show the comparison curves for the three timing
conditions for the low side device. The orange curve is the data taken from the oscilloscope
capture and the blue curve is the data taken from the micro-controller. They are plotted for
different load current values and the graphs show the accuracy of the monitoring process.
To summarize the three sets of data, all monitored data stayed within ± 1 % change of the
oscilloscope measured switching times. Next, this successful monitoring will be applied to the
two converter-level applications: dead-time control and junction temperature monitoring.
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Figure 4.1: Dynamic process of auxiliary logic signals capturing the desired edge of
switching voltage
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Figure 4.2: Monitored and oscilloscope td,of f data for different inverter load currents

Figure 4.3: Monitored and oscilloscope tvc data for different inverter load currents
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Figure 4.4: Monitored and oscilloscope tof f data for different inverter load currents

4.2
4.2.1

Dead-time Optimization
Hardware Setup and Continuous Sensing

To verify the dead-time control, a voltage-source inverter, which needs dead-time implemented to ensure shoot-through safety, is constructed as the converter of interest in this
thesis. In deciding the topology of the inverter, it was desired to only have one semiconductor
phase-leg, which would simplify the sensing and control to only looking at two devices and
only constructing two intelligent gate drivers. Therefore, the half-bridge inverter topology
was used with its associated schematic shown in Figure 4.5.
Based on the schematic in Figure 4.5, a 1 kW half-bridge inverter, shown in Figure 4.6,
was constructed using two Wolfspeed C2M0080120D SiC devices in a phase-leg configuration.
The parameters used in the inverter operation are shown in Table 4.1. The AC load included
a 400 H inductor connected to the middle point of the phase-leg as well as a 4.8 µF capacitor
and 10 Ω resistor in parallel on the output.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of inductor load based half-bridge inverter with L = 400 µH, C =
4.8 µF, and R = 10 Ω

Figure 4.6: 1 kW half-bridge inverter test setup with labeled components
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Table 4.1: Half-bridge inverter continuous operation conditions
Operation Parameter

Value

Input Voltage

400 V

RMS Output Current

15 A

Fundamental Frequency

360 Hz

Switching Frequency

50 kHz

Dead-time

500 ns

The inverter successfully operated and the monitoring system accurately captured the
turn-off time for the critical switching cycles during inverter operation as shown through an
oscilloscope capture in Figure 4.7. This figure used the persistence feature on the oscilloscope
to portray the auxiliary signal capturing the end of the turn-off time for multiple switching
cycles. The monitored data, processed in the micro-controller, updates the dead-time to the
optimized value to increase converter efficiency and reduce power loss in the SiC devices
shown in the next section.

4.2.2

Power Loss Results

A summary of the power loss analysis is shown in Table 4.2, where four dead-time situations
are tested in the inverter. The related body diode reverse conduction loss is calculated using
equation 4.1,

Pdiode = 2Vf Irms (tdt − tof f )fs

(4.1)

where Vf is the diode forward voltage from the datasheet, Irms is the RMS load current,
and fs is the switching frequency. The partial hard turn-on loss (Pps ) is calculated using
equation 4.2,

Pps = (

−V1 Id
V1 Id
tsw +
tsw )fs
3
2
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(4.2)

Figure 4.7: Turn-off time monitoring for multiple switching cycles during half-bridge
inverter operation
where V1 is the voltage level of Vds at the time of the partial hard turn-on, Id is the drain
current, and tsw is the switching time. The last column does an energy comparison inside of
1 µs, where the first case is just the reverse conduction energy loss during dead-time and the
other cases feature other forms of energy loss less than the reverse conduction loss. Eps is the
energy lost from a partial hard turn-on and Echan is the energy lost during the SiC channel
conduction. Clearly the dead-time optimization approach presents the best performance and
reduces the body diode power conduction loss on the devices by 91% when compared to the
500 ns case.
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Table 4.2: Power loss analysis for dead-time implementations on the 1 kW HB inverter
Operation

Body diode reverse conduction
loss

Partial hard
turn-on loss

Dead-time = 1 µs

2.852 W

0W

Dead-time = 500 ns

1.417 W

0.133 W

Dead-time = 100 ns

0.08 W

1.06 W

Dead-time Optimization

0.1267 W

0W

4.3

Dead-time Compensation

4.3.1

DTC Algorithm Description

Energy loss in 1 µs
(Edt + Eps + Echan )
57.04 + 0 + 0 =
57.04 µJ
28.34 + 2.66 + 8.36 =
39.36 µJ
1.6 + 21.2 + 17.14 =
39.94 µJ
2.53 + 0 + 16.57 =
19.1 µJ

Volt-Second Characterization
Dead-time (tdt ) adds voltage distortion at the midpoint of the phase-leg. The ideal midpoint
voltage of a phase-leg is meant to mirror the input PWM signal; however, the device parasitic
capacitance and non-ideal characteristics of the inductive load along with the previously
mentioned deadtime cause the midpoint voltage to become distorted from the input PWM
signal. The model for the distorted voltage is shown in detail in Figure 4.8 showing the
process from PWM control signals to power semiconductor device switching signals, which
includes the effect of dead-time (tdt ), propagation delay (tpd ), turn on/off delay time (td,of f ,
td,on ), voltage rise/fall time or otherwise called voltage commutation time (tvc ), and the body
diode voltage effect (Vdiode ). Although the voltage distortion process has been evaluated in
some previous research, few have considered the non-ideal characteristics of the inductive
load and the parasitic capacitance of the switching device, especially a SiC switching device.
Since this work is implementing compensation based on the voltage-second balancing
theory, the expressions derived are based upon the voltage-second area lost/gained in
each dead-time interval. One assumption made in this work is the cancelling effect that
the control-level propagation delays have on the voltage-second area analysis. It can be
reasonably assumed the tpd time is the same for each case in the gate driving process. The
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derived equations 4.3 - 4.5 will be for the case of current flowing into the midpoint of the
phase-leg as shown in Figure 4.8(a). The voltage-second lost/gained for the low side device
turn-off transition and corresponding dead-time interval is given in 4.3 and 4.4:

V Slost,L(−) = td,of f L VDC + 0.5tvc,of f VDC

(4.3)

V Sgain,L(−) = Vdiode (tdt − td,of f L − tvc,of f )

(4.4)

The voltage-second area gained for the high side device turnoff transition and corresponding dead-time interval is given in 4.5:

V Sgain,H(−) = tdt (VDC + Vdiode ) + td,onL (VDC + Vdiode ) + 0.5tvc,on VDC

(4.5)

The derived equations 4.6 - 4.8 will be for the case of current flowing out of the midpoint
of the phase-leg as shown in Figure 4.8(b). The voltage-second lost for the low side device
turn-off transition and corresponding dead-time interval is given in 4.6:

V Slost,L(+) = tdt (VDC + Vdiode ) + td,onH (VDC + Vdiode ) + 0.5tvc,on VDC

(4.6)

The voltage-second area lost/gained for the high side device turn-off transition and
corresponding dead-time interval is given in 4.7 - 4.8:

V Sgain,H(+) = td,of f H VDC + 0.5tvc,of f VDC

(4.7)

V Slost,H(+) = Vdiode (tdt − td,of f H − tvc,of f )

(4.8)

These equations will serve as the basis for the voltage-second balancing equations detailed
and implemented in the following section. Another assumption made in this work because
of its small influence is ignoring the effect of a partial hard turn-on at very low currents (i.e.
zero-current clamping phenomenon). This work is also able to minimize this phenomenon
by setting an initial conservative dead-time in the experimental section.
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Figure 4.8: Model of phase-leg output voltage distortion and resulting voltage-second error
Processing Data in MCU
Using equations 4.3 - 4.8 and the monitoring system described in section 3.4, this work then
creates the micro-controller code to enable this dead-time compensation scheme. The TI
TMS320F28335 Delfino MCU is used as the micro-controller, and the SPWM control scheme
is used to drive the VSI. The goal of the voltage-second balancing scheme is to adjust the
duty cycle for a given switching cycle to better match the control side voltage-second with
the abnormal power switching side voltage-second that has been analyzed through equations
4.3 - 4.8. The duty cycle adjustment is done with equation 4.9, which converts the net voltsecond gained/lost into a portion of duty cycle that can be added/subtracted to the initial
duty cycle for a given switching cycle,

dcomp =

∆V S
VDC Ts

(4.9)

where the net volt-second area is given in 4.10.
∆V S = V Sgain − V Slost
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(4.10)

Then, three switching cycle scenarios are used in the implementation. The first scenario
is when the current is flowing into the midpoint of the phase-leg for both dead-time intervals
in a switching period. This scenario looks like Figure 4.8(a) and produces the voltage-second
area lost/gained of equations 4.3 - 4.5. However, for the implementation, the parameters
td,on and tvc,on are ignored since they are not monitored in the system and are very short
time periods. Therefore, when you combine the three equations using 4.10 and then convert
the net voltage-second area into a compensated duty cycle value with 4.9, the result is 4.11
that is used in the micro-controller

Case1 : dcomp = −(

td,of f L tvc,of f
Vdiode tdt td,of f L tvc,of f
Vdiode tdt
+
)+
( +
+
) + (1 +
)
(4.11)
Ts
2Ts
VDC Ts
Ts
2Ts
VDC Ts

The second scenario is when current is flowing into the midpoint of the phase-leg for the
low side device turn-off but flowing out of the midpoint of the phase-leg during the high side
device turn-off (i.e. both cases are hard turn off switching). This scenario is a combination of
the hard turn-off parts of Figure 4.8(a) and (b) and uses the voltage-second area calculations
of 4.3, 4.4, 4.7, and 4.8. In this scenario, no parameters are ignored as this work captures all
the time conditions in this case. Therefore, as before the resulting compensated duty cycle
is shown in 4.12.

td,of f H tvc,of f H
Vdiode tdt td,of f H tvc,of f H
+
)−
( +
+
)
Ts
2Ts
VDC Ts
Ts
2Ts
td,of f L tvc,of f L
Vdiode tdt td,of f L tvc,of f L
−(
+
)+
( +
+
)
Ts
2Ts
VDC Ts
Ts
2Ts

Case2 : dcomp = (

(4.12)

The third scenario is when current is flowing out of the midpoint of the phase-leg for both
dead-time intervals in a switching period. This scenario resembles the switching waveforms
shown in Figure 4.8(b). Similar to the first scenario, the td,on and tvc,on parameters are
ignored. Therefore, the compensated duty cycle value calculated based on 4.6 - 4.10 yield
the expression shown in 4.13.
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Figure 4.9: Model-based compensation approach considering tdt

Case3 : dcomp = (

4.3.2

td,of f H tvc,of f
Vdiode tdt td,of f H tvc,of f
Vdiode tdt
+
)−
( +
+
) − (1 +
)
(4.13)
Ts
2Ts
VDC Ts
Ts
2Ts
VDC Ts

Output Current FFT Results

To analyze the power quality improvements from this voltage-second matching, the 1
kW half-bridge inverter output current was obtained under four different conditions:
no compensation, classic dead-time model-based compensation, improved model-based
compensation, and full monitor-based compensation. The current fundamental value and
THD improvement results for the three compensation schemes are shown in Figure 4.9 4.11.
Table 4.3 shows the incremental improvement towards the ideal VSI case with each deadtime compensation scheme with the proposed scheme giving the best results. The reason
for including the fundamental current value is voltage-second balancing mainly corrects
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Figure 4.10: Model-based compensation approach considering tdt and tvc

Figure 4.11: Monitor-based compensation approach considering tdt , tvc , and td,of f
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Table 4.3: Experimental results for output current characteristics of half-bridge inverter
under different DTC conditions
Ideal VSI

No DTC
14.42 A

Model 1
DTC
15.62 A

Model 2
DTC
15.58 A

Monitor
DTC
15.48 A

Fundamental Value

15.24 A

THD

0%

3.3%

1.73%

1.54%

1.31%

average voltage/current error, which in turn would improve the fundamental voltage and
current values closer to the ideal case. The classic model-based approach only considers the
dead-time effect on the volt-second error and needs a precise current sensing to know the
current polarity. The newer model technique only considers the tvc effect around the current
zero-crossing along with the dead-time effect. The full monitoring technique considers the
td,of f , tvc , and tdt effect for the full fundamental cycle. The graph inside each chart is the
compensated duty cycle values used around the current zero-crossing. Also, the charts are
zoomed in to show the reduction in the low frequency harmonics around the fundamental
frequency.

4.4

TSEP Application

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the monitored turn-off delay time is used to indicate the SiC
device’s Tj . This is done by increasing the time’s sensitivity to Tj , calibrating its relationship
to temperature, and then operating the device continuously to verify the data. The following
sections will show the results obtained for this approach.

4.4.1

Regulation of Gate Resistance

The sensitivity of turn-off delay time with respect to junction temperature can be improved
by increasing the value of the gate resistance (Rg ) or input gate-source capacitance (Cgs ).
Increasing Rg or Cgs causes the slew rate of the gate voltage to decrease (i.e. the transfer
curves of Figure 3.2 become more separated from each other), which causes the change in
turn-off delay time to be greater as junction temperature rises. This sensitivity enhancement
is shown in Figure 4.12, where the simulated DPT from Figure 3.3 was run for the SiC device
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Figure 4.12: C2M0080120D SiC Tj sensitivity enhancement from Rg = 150 Ω and Cgs =
10 nF
at 600 V and 20 A at varying temperature and varying Rg or Cgs . Also, note that the turnoff delay time has a positive coefficient with temperature so the td,of f values increased as
temperature increased.
Needing to alter a gate driver parameter that slows down the switching is not ideal,
causing higher switching losses. However, complementary circuitry can be added to the
overall monitoring system to change the chosen parameter only during the turn-off transition
where the monitoring takes place. In typical converter operation, temperature data isn’t
needed on a switching frequency sampling rate; therefore, only altering the gate driver
parameter for one turn-off transition throughout the fundamental cycle is an adequate
temperature sensor. This, in turn, keeps the switching losses added to the devices to be
negligible. The details of the designed regulation system are shown in the following section.
Also, the decision needs to be made whether to use a Rg or Cgs regulation system.
Implementing a Rg regulation system proved to be a better option for multiple reasons.
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One, the sensitivity increases more for the Rg regulation option.

Two, though both

implementations would add minimal switching losses, implementing the Cgs regulation
system would also add gate driver losses shown in equation 4.14, where gate charge (Qg ) of
the power device depends on input capacitance.

Pdrv = Qg VDD fs

(4.14)

Grounding Issue
The circuit designed for the Rg regulation system is shown in Figure 4.13. It was desired
to have the option to choose between a normal gate resistor (i.e. 10 Ω in this case) and
the resistor for enhanced temperature sensitivity. The best way to implement this ability
of two different gate resistors is by having a switch (using a MOSFET). One issue with
trying to add a switch in the gate drive loop is the source of the MOSFET. To be able to
drive the gate-source voltage of the MOSFET above the threshold voltage, the gate driver
(i.e. using T.I. LM5114) must be sourced to the main SiC gate driver output voltage. This
scheme is similar to the gate driver for the phase-leg high-side SiC device, where the source
of that device in the mid-point that switches from a low potential to a high potential. The
simulation results of Figure 4.14 show the correct functionality to regulate the gate resistance
for a turn-off transition.

4.4.2

Temperature Calibration

A DPT environment is constructed to obtain accurate td,of f vs. Tj curves. The hardware
assembled is shown in Figure 4.15. This setup enables the ability to tune the junction
temperature of the device by setting the hot plate temperature. This is achieved because
there is minimal power loss in a DPT so the hot plate temperature can be assumed to also
be the junction temperature, especially by screwing the SiC devices to a copper block that
sits on the hot plate, which removes any gaps in the thermal path.
Then the relationship between turn-off delay time and junction temperature is obtained
under different load currents. The MCU sends the input PWM with according pulse width
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Figure 4.13: Rg regulation schematic incorporated in monitoring system design

Figure 4.14: Rg regulation verification through LTspice for turn-on and turn-off
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Figure 4.15: Hardware setup for DPT calibration
for setting the current level and receives back the monitored td,of f . Figure 4.16 illustrates the
calibration curve of the lower switch in the phase-leg. In this case study, the gate resistance
regulation (GRR) assist circuit is employed. Due to the large gate resistance during the
online junction temperature measurement, the sensitivity improves from tens of ps/°C to
hundreds of ps/°C (see Figure 3.4 versus Figure 4.16).
Additionally, two sets of data are illustrated in Figure 4.16: one comes from the microcontroller (i.e., DSP in this case study) based on the online turn-off delay time monitoring
(solid line); the other is based on the oscilloscope capture (dashed line), which should be the
accurate results and is considered the benchmark. It shows in Figure 4.16 that the results
obtained by the proposed turn-off delay time measurement are almost identical to the results
directly read from the oscilloscope.
Figure 4.17 illustrates the calibration curve of the upper switch in the phase-leg. It can be
observed that the coefficients of the calibration curve for the upper switch in Figure 4.17 are
different than that of the lower switch in Figure 4.16, which indicate the mismatch between
lower and upper SiC devices. Also, it shows the necessity of the separated calibration per
device.
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Figure 4.16: Calibration curve of the lower switch under VDC of 600 V with Rg of 150 Ω
with verification from oscilloscope

Figure 4.17: Calibration curve of the upper switch under VDC of 600 V with Rg of 150 Ω
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4.4.3

Continuous Operation Tj Sensing

The same half-bridge inverter hardware from Figure 4.6 is used for the experimental
verification of the proposed online junction temperature monitoring system in a continuous
operation environment. The only difference in operation is the DC input voltage is increased
from 400 V to 600 V. This allowed the SiC devices to be more thermally stressed to see the
monitoring capabilities at higher junction temperature.
Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show the oscilloscope capture of the half bridge inverter,
including gate-source voltage of the lower switch vgs,L , drain-source voltage of the lower
switch vds,L , load current IL , and auxiliary capture signals saux . In this case study, during
each fundamental cycle, the online junction temperature monitoring is activated, enabling
the GRR assist circuit and generating the auxiliary capture signal for turn-off delay time
monitoring of both lower and upper switches in the phase-leg configuration. Note that in
practice, it is not necessary to update junction temperature for each fundamental cycle.
Thus, the adverse effect of the GRR assist circuit on the converter performance is negligible.
The monitored td,of f data is processed in the micro-controller and internally compared to
the calibration curve to produce the junction temperature of each device. Referring to the
calibration curves of Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 based on IL = 22.5 A at the time of the
acquisition, the corresponding low side and high side device junction temperatures are 121
°C and 115 °C, respectively. Based on converter operation and thermal layout with heatsink,

this temperature data is sufficient in indicating the internal device temperature.

4.5
4.5.1

Discussion
Tj Measurement Accuracy

As shown in Figure 4.16, if a GRR assist circuit with gate resistance of 150 Ω is employed,
the sensitivity of the turn-off delay time on the junction temperature is improved to be >
0.28 ns/°C. Meanwhile, considering achievable 0.104 ns capture resolution using the high
resolution PWM function of TMS320F28335, the measurement error of the proposed system
is less than 0.5 °C. Practically, due to the propagation delay distortion/mismatch and jitter
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Figure 4.18: Online turn-off delay time monitoring for Tj recording when the lower switch
is the operating switch

Figure 4.19: Online turn-off delay time monitoring for Tj recording when the upper switch
is the operating switch
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of the electronic integrated circuits (e.g., signal isolator and gate drive IC), their resultant
uncertainty would adversely affect the minimum achievable capture resolution of the online
turn-off delay monitoring. According to the test results, 0.5 ns uncertainty with respect to
the turn-off delay sensing could be introduced, leading to increased junction temperature
measurement error in the range of 2 °C to 3 °C. Note that this error can be further reduced
with the sensitivity improvement via introducing larger gate resistance of the GRR assist
circuit. For example, a GRR assist circuit with 300 Ω gate resistance is able to double the
sensitivity as compared to that with 150 Ω gate resistance, as a result, the measurement
error reduces by a factor of two (i.e., 1 °C to 1.5 °C).
To further prove the accuracy of the temperature sensing approach, a FLIR T600 was
used to take thermal imaging of the SiC device under test during converter operation. The
resulting thermal image of the low side SiC device is shown in Figure 4.20. This approach is
not used as the primary validation of the accuracy for two reasons associated with content
from chapter 2. One, the camera is recording the top-side case temperature (Tc ) of the SiC
device and that data is difficult to compare to the Tj data without knowledge of thermal
resistances (Rth ) and device power loss. Second, the FLIR camera’s purpose is to give the
user a general temperature map of the environment in frame, and as shown in section 2.1.1,
IR-based temperature sensing approaches can be inaccurate at times. Nevertheless, this
secondary temperature data can be compared with the TSEP-based Tj recording shown in
Figure 4.21, which is a GUI set up to show the real-time monitored Tj during converter
operation.

4.5.2

Aging Effect

Throughout this testing, the same two SiC devices were used. These devices operated under
high temperatures both naturally in continuous operation and intentionally with a hot plate.
After many hours of accumulated stress on the devices, it was discovered that td,of f decreased
from degradation in the calibration curve, which can be seen in Figure 4.22.
To further analyze this behavior, the three SiC devices used throughout the testing were
compared with a brand new device. Figure 4.23 shows a picture of the four devices analyzed:
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Figure 4.20: SiC device secondary temperature sensing with FLIR camera

Figure 4.21: LabVIEW GUI of junction temperature monitoring
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Figure 4.22: Low-side SiC degradation seen on calibration curve shift
 New - the brand new device
 Low - the degraded SiC device that was on the low side of the phase-leg
 High - the current high-side SiC device that had only recently been used
 Old - the degraded SiC device that was on the high side of the phase-leg and replaced

These devices were placed in a curve tracer and a transfer characteristic curve was plotted for
all four devices. In looking at the results in Figure 4.24, the transfer curves of the degraded
devices have shifted to the right. This is because the threshold voltage of the devices has
increased due to gate oxide degradation. This gate oxide deterioration can be common for
SiC from high gate biasing and high temperature operation.
Coming back to the shift in the calibration curve, this creates an interesting application
for the TSEP-based Tj sensing scheme. If a secondary temperature measurement is applied
(e.g. NTC thermistor in a power module), then this particular TSEP-based sensing scheme
can be used as a device health monitoring approach. The way it would work is if the
two temperature measurements started to diverge, this would indicate a start of a device
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Figure 4.23: Picture of new and degraded SiC devices

Figure 4.24: Transfer curves for new and degraded SiC devices
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degradation. After a certain amount of deterioration time, maintenance could be called for
on the device/converter.

4.5.3

Multi-Purpose Implementation

An important aspect of implementing a gate resistor regulation system as a part of this
intelligent gate driver is its ability to be used in multiple applications. An argument can
be made against this particular TSEP approach for needing to alter the converter behavior
during operation, and even though the implementation has been shown to have minimal
negative effect on the overall performance, adding this circuitry is increased complexity.
However, this gate resistance regulation system can be leveraged for more than just the
enhanced temperature sensitivity for junction temperature monitoring. An example of this
is slowing down the switching time of a particular device that is overheating. If the SiC
devices were used in an application where their switching loss was causing the devices to
reach a overtemperature threshold, the GRR system could be used to not only monitor that
overtemperature but also help cool the device down with slower switching.
Another example of multi-purpose implementation are the desaturation diodes that are
used for short-circuit protection of power semiconductor transistors. Desat protection uses
diodes with high reverse voltage to block the high voltage across the main SiC device in
the OFF state, and then turns on to sense the main SiC’s drain-source on-voltage to detect
overcurrent. This monitoring system implementation also needed blocking diodes on the
drain of the devices for blocking the high voltage during the main SiC turn-off shown in
Figure 3.9a. In this work, desat protection was not implemented to be able to focus on the
design of the monitoring system. In a future intelligent gate driver implementation, both
desat protection and turn-off time monitoring can be implemented together using the same
desat diodes.
According to the block diagram of online switching time monitoring illustrated in Figure
3.8, the extra implementation hardware primarily consists of four gate assist circuits,
specifically including GRR assist circuit for sensitivity improvement, and GVTD, DVTD,
and DVFD detection circuits. All of the auxiliary circuits depend on low voltage and consists
of resistors, capacitors, diodes, and small transistors. As shown in Figure 3.10, the extra
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circuits have been integrated with the conventional gate drive at the board level with small
footprint. To take it a step further, these components can be embedded into a gate drive
IC, enabling this approach to be less-complex and cost-effective for end users.
Although the experimental verification is carried out in a DC/AC converter as the focus
voltage-source converter, the proposed approach can be extended to AC/DC and DC/DC
converters where the power devices are operated in hard-switching PWM mode. Also, this
approach is not limited to SiC devices, but can be leveraged to traditional Si IGBTs and even
GaN HEMTs if the Miller voltage (i.e. turn-off delay time) of these devices is sufficiently
sensitive to the junction temperature.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1

Conclusions

This thesis shows the ability to apply a data acquisition system in a gate driver of SiC devices
used in a VSI. This monitoring system not only added behavioral data of the devices but
the data was used from converter-level benefits: dead-time control and junction temperature
monitoring.
Test results show that with the proposed gate impedance regulation assist circuit, the
sensitivity of the turn-off delay time with respect to junction temperature increases from tens
of ps/°C to hundreds of ps/°C with little penalty of the power conversion performance. Also,
the online monitoring system consisting of three gate assist units for capturing and recording
critical moments during the turn-off transient allows the micro-controller to determine the
turn-off delay time with a resolution within hundreds of pico-seconds. In the end, the
proposed approach is capable of online monitoring junction temperature with satisfactory
accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed gate assist circuits for sensitivity improvement and high
precision turn-off delay time measurement are all transistor based, offering a suitable option
for chip level integration and enabling this approach to be less-complex and cost-effective
for end users.
A dead-time optimization scheme is proposed for any VSC using online turn-off
monitoring for the two SiC devices in a phase-leg configuration. Dead-time optimization
is preferred for SiC based converters because of higher reverse conduction loss, faster
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switching frequency, and the turn-off times increased sensitivity to operating conditions
and load characteristics. A dead-time compensation scheme is also added as an application
of the monitoring system to improve power quality for VSIs. Dead-time compensation can
help mitigate the negative effects of dead-time, parasitic capacitance and switching time
sensitivity in high frequency SiC VSIs. The online monitoring system distinguishes itself by
also detecting current polarity based on the Vds switching waveform, which eliminates the
need for a current sensor that can be unreliable around the zero current crossing.
A 1 kW half-bridge inverter experimental test, switching at 50 kHz, was conducted to
obtain the results of the dead-time control. The test results show a 70% enhancement
on the error against the ideal fundamental current value of the output current and a
2% THD improvement on the output current low frequency harmonics. In addition, the
monitoring feature enables the scheme to be load application independent, eliminate the
need for precise current sensing, especially during zero-crossing, and improve over offline
modeling for accurate and dynamic implementation. The test results also show clear reverse
conduction power loss reduction compared to conservative dead-time settings of 500 ns (91%
reduction) and 1 µs (95.6% reduction). The optimization results also show 100% reduction
in the partial hard turn-on loss when compared to the aggressive dead-time setting of 100
ns.

5.2

Future Work

Dead-time Compensation
This work leveraged the non-ideal switching time monitoring to compensate for the output
voltage distortion caused by volt-second error from dead-time and non-ideal switching, which
was a major contribution for this work. However, because the focus of the work was more on
the monitoring scheme itself, detailed dead-time compensation was not performed. Only a
single voltage-source inverter test case was performed and analyzed. Future work would be
to evaluate multiple test cases comparing this dead-time compensation scheme to traditional
implementations. This is especially true for varying ratios of fundamental frequency to
switching frequency as this changes the amount of cycles where volt-second error can occur.
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SiC Device Reliability Diagnostics and Prediction
As mentioned in the introduction, systems incorporating SiC still need to be improved in
terms of reliability. In terms of how data sensing can help a semiconductor’s reliability,
condition monitoring can be applied. Condition monitoring is the technique or process for
monitoring the operating characteristics of a component or an equipment, in such a way
as to predict the need for maintenance before serious deterioration or breakdown [75, 76].
Condition monitoring has already proven its worth in a number of fields like: power systems
[77], industrial equipment [78], and health monitoring [79].
Though this can be a great application for the work of data acquisition incorporated in a
gate driver for SiC devices, it is difficult to realistically implement. The junction temperature
monitoring system is a great first step since it is a device health parameter [18]. However,
to be considered a condition monitoring implementation, there needs to be some diagnostics
and lifetime prediction based on the sensed data. This would require accelerated aging
testing to try and characteristic the behavior of the sensed parameter is relation to full
lifetime performance. This type of work was not implemented as part of this thesis and if
this application was decided to be researched, then accelerated aging testing setups would
be needed.
Parallel-connected Device Application
As part of a previous UTK gate driver project, phase 1 designed a gate driver for new
fabricated and packaged SiC discrete devices. This phase 1 gate driver had the features:
high common mode transient immunity (CMTI) capability, fast switching and cross-talk
suppression, and fast response short-circuit protection using desaturation method.
Phase 1 also designed a low parasitic power stage for adequate passive current sharing
between four SiC devices connected in parallel. The reason for the power stage setup with
discrete devices in parallel, as opposed to using a module, is for multiple reasons. First,
GE wanted to see the performance of their own packaged devices. Second, this helped in
research as the power stage could be treated as an open-module, where better characterization
of individual device performance can be evaluated and studied [53].
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This opened up a unique application for the on-going phase 2 of this project, which
focuses on adding data acquisition in this IGD. With using discrete devices, sensing schemes
could be applied to devices in parallel to understand in real-time how they are preforming
in parallel. The approach being developed is using td,on as a TSEP for Tj monitoring. This
parameter is better to use in this application because the devices in parallel all have the same
VDS waveform but can have different ID values. In a system where it is preferred for the
TSEP to only be dependent on Tj , it is better to use td,on as it does not depend on current
and the calibration cannot be affected by current mismatch during converter operation. This
work is on-going and will add research to the breadth of understanding on both TSEP-based
junction temperature monitoring for SiC devices and incorporating data acquisition to a
power electronics gate driver.
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